Parallel Sessions Programme

Thursday, November 8, 2018: Parallel Sessions A / 14:00 – 15:30

**Parallel Session A1: Asymmetric Information 1**
Chair: Antonio Minniti / Room: D6 113

- *Signaling versus Costly Information Acquisition*
  Helmut Bester, Freie Universität Berlin
  Matthias Lang, LMU Munich
  Jianpei Li, University of International Business and Economics Beijing

- *(A) Bit of Information and Adverse Selection*
  Elias Carroni, University of Bologna
  Luca Ferrari, University of Corsica

- *Signaling Quality when Consumers Are Salient Thinkers*
  Elias Carroni, University of Bologna
  Andrea Mantovani, University of Bologna
  **Antonio Minniti**, University of Bologna

**Parallel Session A2: Family Economics 1**
Chair: Adam Telek / Room D6 114

- *The Effects of Educational Assortative Matching on Job and Marital Satisfaction*
  Alessandro Tampieri, University of Florence
  Majlinda Joxhe, University of Luxembourg

- *On the Evolution of Preferences and Family Rules*
  Alessandro Cigno, University of Florence
  **Alessandro Gioffré**, University of Florence
  Annalisa Luporini, University of Florence

- *Marrying the Right One: Evidence on Social Network Effects in Politics from the Venetian Republic*
  **Adam Telek**, Bocconi University

**Parallel Session A3: Environmental Economics 1**
Chair: Karol Mazur / Room D6 015

- *Contribution to a Public Good under Subjective Uncertainty*
  Anwesha Banerjee, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Nicolas Gravel, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
• Overprovision of Public Goods under Information Manipulations
  Gorkem Celik, ESSEC Business School
  Dongsoo Shin, Santa Clara University
  Roland Strausz, Humboldt-Universitaet Berlin

• Sharing Risk to Avoid Tragedy: Theory and Application to Farming
  Karol Mazur, European University Institute

Parallel Session A5: Taxation 1
Chair: Emanuela Randon / Room: D6 006

• Entrepreneurship and Tax Evasion
  Rocío Fernández Bastidas, University of Alicante

• Distributional Effects of Tax Composition Changes
  Frédéric Dufourt, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Lisa Kerdelhu, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Océane Pietri, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

• Optimal Indirect Taxation and Income Inequality
  Corrado Benassi, University of Bologna
  Emanuela Randon, University of Bologna

Parallel Session A6: Finance
Chair: Andrea Modena / Room: D6 005

• Stochastic Bounds for Portfolio Analysis
  Sophie Anyfantaki, Athens University of Economics and Business
  Stelios Arvanitis, Athens University of Economics and Business
  Thierry Post, Nazarbayev University
  Nikolas Topaloglou, Athens University of Economics and Business

• Pricing Sin Stocks: Ethical Preference vs. Risk Aversion
  Stefano Colonello, Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg
  Giuliano Curatola, Goethe University Frankfurt
  Alessandro Gioffré, University of Florence

• Risk Pooling, Leverage Constraints, and Business Cycles
  Pietro Dindo, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
  Andrea Modena, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
  Loriana Pellizzon, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Parallel Session A7: Organization of the Firm 1
Chair: Dimitrios Zormpas / Room: D6 014

• How to Sell Jobs
  Daniel Ferreira, London School of Economics
  Radoslawa Nikolova, Queen Mary University of London
• *Diversity, Group Size and Performance in Organizations*
  **Brais Álvarez Pereira**, Ministry of Economics and Finance, Guinea-Bissau
  Shan Aman-Rana, London School of Economics

• *Investments under Vertical Relations and Agency Conflicts: A real Options Approach*
  **Dimitrios Zormpas**, University of Padova

---

**Thursday, November 8, 2018: Parallel Sessions B / 16:00 – 17:30**

**Parallel Session B1: Auctions**
Chair: Nicola Doni / Room: D6 113

• *Beating the Matthew Effect: Head Starts and Catching Up in a Dynamic All-Pay Auction*
  **Derek Clark**, UiT - The Arctic University of Norway
  Tore Nilsseny, University of Oslo

• *Selling Real Assets: the Impact of Uncertain Project Values in an Auction Environment*
  **Luca Di Corato**, University of Bari
  Michele Moretto, University of Padova

• *On Entry and Information Release in Auctions*
  **Nicola Doni**, University of Florence
  Domenico Menicucci, University of Florence

**Parallel Session B2: Networks 1**
Chair: Norma Olaizola / Room D6 007

• *Hypocrisy in a Simple Social Interaction Model*
  Mikhail Anufriev, University of Technology Sydney
  Kirill Borissov, European University at St. Petersburg
  Mikhail Pakhnin, European University at St. Petersburg

• *Local Risk Sharing with Hidden Income*
  Johannes Gierlinger, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
  **Pau Milán**, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona

• *Efficiency in a Generalized Connections Model*
  **Norma Olaizola**, University of the Basque Country
  Federico Valencianoz, University of the Basque Country
Parallel Session B3: Political Economy 1
Chair: Antonio Nicolò / Room: D6 015

- **Stable Insiders’ Coalition Governments**
  Tryphon Kollintzas, Athens University of Economics and Business
  **Lambros Pechlivanos**, Athens University of Economics and Business

- **Vote trading in Power-sharing Systems: A laboratory Investigation**
  Nikolas Tsakas, University of Cyprus
  Dimitrios Xefteris, University of Cyprus
  **Nicholas Ziros**, University of Cyprus

- **Corruption, Endogenous Extremism and Conflict**
  Massimo Morelli, Bocconi University
  Antonio Nicolò, University of Padova

Parallel Session B4: Growth 1
Chair: Luca Pensieroso / Room D6 011

- **Is British output growth related to its uncertainty? Evidence using eight centuries**
  Don Bredin, University College Dublin
  **Stilianos Fountas**, University of Macedonia
  Christos Savva, Cyprus University of Technology

- **Volatility and Growth with Recursive Preferences**
  Barbara Annicchiarico, University of Roma Tor Vergata
  **Alessandra Pelloni**, University of Roma Tor Vergata
  Fabrizio Valenti, University of Roma Tor Vergata

- **Structural Change and Evolutionary Forces: Left-Handedness over the Course of Economic Development**
  Fabio Mariani, UC Louvain
  Marion Mercier, UC Louvain
  **Luca Pensieroso**, UC Louvain

Parallel Session B5: Education 1
Chair: Lorenzo Rocco / Room: D6 006

- **Offshoring, Endogenous Skill Decision, and Labor Market Outcomes**
  Pablo Agnesey, UIC Barcelona
  **Jana Hromcová**, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

- **Grade-Compensating Differentials in the Competition between College Majors**
  Michael Kaganovich, Indiana University
  Xuejuan Su, University of Alberta

- **Testing at Length if it is Cognitive or Non – Cognitive**
  Giorgio Brunello, University of Padova
  Angela Crema, University of Padova
  **Lorenzo Rocco**, University of Padova
Parallel Session B6: Environmental Economics 2
Chair: Jan S. Voßwinkel / Room: D6 005

- Ecoinnovation Dynamics and the ETS in an Evolutionary Competition Model
  Angelo Antoci, University of Sassari
  Simone Borghesi, European University Institute
  Gianluca Iannucci, University of Florence

- On the Structure of Indirect Taxes in the Presence of Consumption Pollution
  Michael Michael, University of Cyprus

- Emission Taxes, Firm Relocation, and Quality Differences
  Laura Birg, University of Göttingen
  Jan Voßwinkel, Nuertingen-Geislingen University

Parallel Session B7: Contracts 1
Chair: Emmanuel Petrakis / Room D6 014

- Flexible Contracts to Cope with Uncertainty and Asymmetry of Information in Public-Private-Partnerships
  Marco Buso, University of Padova
  Cesare Dosi, University of Padova
  Michele Moretto, University of Padova

- Commitment and Competition
  Thomas Cooley, New York University
  Ramon Marimon, European University Institute
  Vincenzo Quadrini, University of Southern California

- Disclosure Regime and Bargaining in Vertical Markets
  Emmanuel Petrakis, University of Crete
  Skartados Panagiotis, University of Crete

Parallel Session B8: International Trade 1
Chair: Giorgia Giovannetti / Room: D6 114

- Regional and Multilateral Trade Agreements with Harmonization of Standards
  Yasushi Kawabata, Nagoya City University
  Yasuhiro Takarada, Nanzan University

- FDI and Unemployment, a Growth Perspective
  Ignat Stepanok, IAB – Institute for Employment Research

- Asymmetric Cultural Proximity and Greenfield FDI
  Matteo Fiorini, European University Institute
  Giorgia Giovannetti, University of Florence
  Mauro Lanati, European University Institute
  Filippo Santi, University of Florence
Parallel Session C1: General Equilibrium Theory
Chair: Antonio Villanacci / Room: D6 113

- A More General Model of Price Complexity
  Ioana Chioveanu, Brunel University London

- The Geometry of the Comparative Statics
  Christophe Muller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Firms' Labor Market Power and Expectation-Driven Fluctuations
  Nicolas Abad, University of Rouen

  Maria Bernadette Donato, University of Messina
  Monica Milasi, University of Messina
  Antonio Villanacci, University of Florence

Parallel Session C2: Learning
Chair: Giuseppe Pignataro / Room: D6 114

- Non-Bayesian Social Learning and the Spread of Misinformation in Networks
  Sebastiano Della Lena, Ca' Foscari University of Venice

- Observational Learning in Large Anonymous Games
  Ignacio Monzon, Collegio Carlo Alberto

- Learning and Consistency: Strategic Ignorance through Commitment
  Daniele Pennesi, University of Torino

- Consumers' Bayesian Learning and Misleading Advertising
  Giuseppe Pignataro, University of Bologna
  Alessandro Tampieri, University of Florence

Parallel Session C3: Matching & Networks
Chair: Vincent Vannetelbosch / Room: D6 007

- Matching with Myopic and Farsighted Players
  Jean-Jacques Herings, University of Maastricht
  Ana Mauleon, University of St Louis
  Vincent Vannetelbosch, UC Louvain

- Stable and Efficient Task Assignment to Pairs
  Antonio Nicolò, University of Padova
  Pietro Salmaso, University of Padova
  Arunava Sen, Indian Statistical Institute
Sonal Yadav, University of Padova

- **R&D Network Formation with Myopic and Farsighted Firms**  
  Ana Mauleon, UC Louvain  
  **Jose J. Sempere-Monerris**, University of Valencia  
  Vincent Vannetelbosch, UC Louvain

- **Network Formation with Myopic and Farsighted Players**  
  Chenghong Luo, UC Louvain  
  Ana Mauleon, University of St Louis  
  **Vincent Vannetelbosch**, UCLouvain

**Parallel Session C4: Industrial Organization 1**

Chair: Marcella Scrimitore / Room D6 011

- **On the Countervailing Power of Large Retailers when Shopping Costs Matter**  
  *Stephane Caprice*, Toulouse School of Economics  
  Shiva Shekhar, DICE (University of Düsseldorf)

- **Vertical Integration and Exporting**  
  Pierpaolo Giannoccolo, University of Bologna  
  Marco Grazzi, Catholic University of Milan  
  Chiara Piccardo, University of Bologna  
  **Gianpaolo Rossini**, University of Bologna  
  Cecilia Vergarik, University of Bologna

- **Secret Contracts and Risk Aversion: Experimental Evidence**  
  *Nicolas Pasquier*, Grenoble Alpes University  
  Olivier Bonroy, Grenoble Alpes University  
  Alexis Garapin, Grenoble Alpes University

- **Endogenizing Managerial Delegation: a New Result under Nash Bargaining and Network Effects**  
  *Marcella Scrimitore*, University of Salento

**Parallel Session C5: Political Economy 2**

Chair: Amedeo Piolatto / Room D6 006

- **The Making of Financial Regulation - Voting on the U.S. Congress**  
  *Joao Rafael Cunha*, University of St Andrews

- **Political Budget Cycle and Government Payments**  
  Marco Buso, University of Padova  
  **Luciano Greco**, University of Padova  
  Luigi Moretti, Université Paris 1.

- **A Model of Dynamic Campaign Spending**  
  Avidit Acharya, University of Stanford  
  **Edoardo Grillo**, Collegio Carlo Alberto  
  Takuo Sugaya, University of Stanford
• *Who Sent You? Strategic Voting, Transfers and Bailouts in a Federation*
  Amedeo Piolatto, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
  Willem Sas, University of Stirling

**Parallel Session C6: Banking 1**
Chair: Bruno Parigi / Room: D6 005

• *Rational Inattention and Counter-Cyclical Lending Standards*
  Mike Mariathasan, KU Leuven
  Sergey Zhuk, University of Vienna

• *Deposit Insurance and Bank Risk Taking*
  Carolina Lopez-Quiles, European University Institute
  Matic Petricek, European University Institute

• *Interest Rates and Investment Under Competitive Screening and Moral Hazard*
  Anastasios Dosis, ESSEC Business School

• *Bank Restructuring without Government Intervention*
  Marcella Lucchetta, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
  Bruno Parigi, University of Padova
  Jean-Charles Rochet, University of Geneva

**Parallel Session C7: Education 2**
Chair: Sinan Sarpca / Room: D6 014

• *Preferences for Public Education Spending: Theory and Empirical Evidence on the Income Effect in OECD Countries*
  Debora Di Gioacchino, Sapienza University of Roma La Sapienza
  Laura Sabani, University of Florence
  Simone Tedeschi, University of Roma Tre

• *Test Performance and Remedial Education: Good News for Girls*
  Marianna Battaglia, University of Alicante
  Marisa Hidalgo, Universidad Pablo de Olavide

• *Education Politics, Schooling Choice and Public School Quality: The Impact of Income Polarisation*
  Majda Benzidia, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Michel Lubrano, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Paolo Melindi-Ghidi, Université Paris Nanterre

• *Market Power and Price Discrimination in the U.S. Market for Higher Education*
  Dennis Epple, Carnegie Mellon University
  Richard Romano, University of Florida
  Sinan Sarpea, Koç University
  Holger Sieg, University of Pennsylvania
  Melanie Zaber, RAND Corporation
Parallel Session C8: Mechanism Design & Distribution Rankings
Chair: Semih Koray / Room D6 015

- **Sequential Collective Search in Networks**
  Niccolò Lomys, Toulouse School of Economics

- **Behavioral Implementation Under Incomplete Information**
  Mehmet Barlo, Sabanci University
  Nuh Aygün Dalkıran, Bilkent University
  Ece Yegane, Sabanci University

- **A Characterization of Solution Concepts which Implement only Monotonic Social Choice Rules**
  Ayça Kaya, University of Iowa
  Semih Koray, Bilkent University

- **Equality among Unequals**
  Mathieu Faure, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Nicolas Gravel, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

Parallel Session C9: Empirical Macroeconomics 1
Chair: Laure Simon / Room: D6 004

- **Liquidity, Government Bonds and Sovereign Debt Crises**
  Francesco Molteni, European University Institute

- **Investment Slumps during Financial Crises: The Role of Credit Constraints**
  Alexandros Fakos, ITAM – Business School
  Plutarchos Sakellaris, Athens University of Economics and Business
  Tiago Tavares, ITAM – Business School

- **The Effect of Capital Account Liberalization on Savings**
  Artemis Stratopoulou, Athens University of Economics and Business

- **Asymmetric Effects of Fiscal Policy Shocks: New Evidence and a Life-Cycle Perspective**
  Laure Simon, European University Institute
Parallel Session D1: Asymmetric Information 2
Chair: Nadia Burani / Room D6 113

- **Manipulation through Biased Product Reviews**
  Kemal Kıvanç Aköz, New York University Abu Dhabi
  Cemal Eren Arbatlı, NRU Higher School of Economics
  Levent Celik, NRU Higher School of Economics

- **Communication and Commitment with Resource Constraints**
  Raghul Venkatesh, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- **Non-linear Pricing and Conscious Consumption**
  Nadia Burani, University of Bologna
  Andrea Mantovani, University of Bologna

Parallel Session D2: Choice Theory
Chair: Ernesto Savaglio / Room D6 004

- **Choice through a Unified Lens: The Prudential Model**
  Serhat Dogan, Bilkent University
  Kemal Yildiz, Bilkent University

- **The Luce Model with Replicas**
  José Heleno Faro, Insper

- **Enveloped Choice Functions and Path Dependent Rationality**
  Gleb Koshevoy, Russian Academy of Science of Moscow
  Ernesto Savaglio, University of Pescara

Parallel Session D3: Contracts 2
Chair: Fabio Michelucci, / Room D6 006

- **Successful Opaque Management**
  Marco Serena, Max Planck Institute Munich

- **Inefficient Rationing with Post-Contractual Information**
  Ottorino Chillemi, University of Padova
  Stefano Galavotti, University of Padova
  Benedetto Gui, Sophia University Institute

- **How to Pick a Winner: Betting, Screening, or Learning?**
  Andrea Mattozzi, European University Institute
  Fabio Michelucci, CERGE-EI
Parallel Session D4: Empirical Macroeconomics 2
Chair: Claudio Campanale / Room D6 011

- **On Buffered Panel Data Model: Theory and Application**
  Yacine Belarbi, CREAD
  Hamdi Fayçal, USTHB
  **Abderaouf Khalfi**, CREAD

- **Stock Market's Assessment of Monetary Policy Transmission: The Cash Flow Effect**
  Refet S. Gürkaynak, Bilkent University
  Hatice Gökçe Karasoy-Can, Bilkent University
  **Sang Seok Lee**, Bilkent University

- **Life-cycle Wealth Accumulation and Consumption Insurance**
  **Claudio Campanale**, University of Torino
  Marcello Sartarelli, University of Alicante

Parallel Session D5: International Macroeconomics
Chair: Mauro Bambi / Room D6 007

- **A Tale of Two Decentralizations: Volatility and Economic Regimes**
  Shiyu Bo, Jinan University
  **Liuchun Deng**, Halle Institute for Economic Research
  Yufeng Sun, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
  Boqun Wang, Renmin University of China

- **Was it Openness or Structural Reforms that Rescued the Irish Economy?**
  Kieran McQuinn, ESRI
  **Petros Varthalitis**, ESRI and Trinity College Dublin

- **Exchange Rates, Sunspots and Cycles**
  **Mauro Bambi**, Durham University Business School
  Sara Eugeni, Durham University

Parallel Session D6: Patents
Chair: Clara Graziano / Room D6 005

- **Innovation Diffusion and Strategic Outside Option in a Bargaining Game**
  Luigi Filippini, Catholic University of Milan
  **Cecilia Vergari**, University of Bologna

- **Patent Protection, Optimal Licensing, and Innovation with Endogenous Entry**
  Keishun Suzuki, Chiba University

- **The Diffusion of New Institutions: Evidence from the Renaissance Venice's Patent System**
  Stefano Comino, University of Udine
  Alberto Galasso, University of Toronto
  **Clara Graziano**, University of Udine
Parallel Session D7: Bargaining
Chair: Tong Wang / Room: D6 014

- Preemptive versus Counter Offers
  Kemal Kivanc Akoz, Higher School of Economics
  Nejat Anbarci, Durham University
  Kang Rong, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics

- Learning while Trading: Experimentation and Coasean Dynamics
  Niccolò Lomys, Toulouse School of Economics

- Change in Risk and Bargaining Game
  Hailin Sun, Sunshine Asset Management
  Sanxi Li, Renmin University
  Tong Wang, University of Edinburgh
  Jun Yu, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics

Parallel Session D8: Networks 2
Chair: Simon Schopohl / Room D6 015

- Tax Evasion on a Social Network
  Duccio Gamannossi degli’Innocenti, University of Exeter
  Matthew Rablen, University of Sheffield

- Polarization when People Choose their Peers
  Ugo Bolletta, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Paolo Pin, Bocconi University

- Competition for Leadership in Teams
  Ana Mauleon, Université St Louis
  Simon Schopohl, UC Louvain
  Vincent Vannetelbosch, UC Louvain

Friday, November 9, 2018: Parallel Sessions E / 17:00 – 18:30

Parallel Session E1: International Trade 2
Chair: Teresa Lloyd-Braga / Room D6 007

- Global Value Chains and the Global Business Cycle
  Alessandro Ferrari, European University Institute
• *Pharmaceutical Regulation under Market Integration through Parallel Trade*
  Laura Birg, University of Göttingen

• *Intra-Industry Trade, Involuntary Unemployment and Indeterminacy*
  Antoine le Riche, Sichuan University
  Teresa Lloyd-Braga, Universidade Portuguesa-Católica Lisbon
  Leonor Modesto, Universidade Portuguesa-Católica Lisbon

**Parallel Session E2: Organization of the Firm 2**

Chair: Sharmin Sazedj / Room D6 114

• *Conflict and Consensus in a Theory of Firm Ownership with Public Goods*
  Laura Abrardi, Politecnico di Torino
  Luca Colombo, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
  Pier Angelo Mori, University of Florence

• *Mandatory Voting and Shareholder Power*
  Patricia Charlety, ESSEC Business School
  Marie-Cécile Fagartz, Université Paris Descartes
  Saïd Souam, Université Paris Nanterre

• *CEO Performance in Severe Crises: The Role of Newcomers*
  João Amador, Banco de Portugal
  Sharmin Sazedj, Banco de Portugal
  José Tavares, Nova School of Business and Economics

**Parallel Session E3: Health Economics**

Chair: Ana Isabel Moro Egido / Room D6 006

• *Birth Weight, Intensive Care Units, and Infant Mortality: Evidence from Macrosomic Babies*
  Ylenia Brilli, University of Verona
  Brandon J. Restrepo, U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

• *The effect of Health on the Intention to Retire of Older Workers*
  Danilo Cavapozzi, Ca' Foscari University of Venice
  Chiara Dal Bianco, University of Padova

• *Over-Indebtedness and Age: the Effects on Individual Health*
  Elena Bárcena-Martín, University of Málaga.
  Maite Blázquez, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.
  Santiago Budría, Universidad de Nebrija
  Ana Isabel Moro Egido, University of Granada
Parallel Session E4: Prosocial Behavior

Chair: Valerio Capraro / Room: D6 011

- **Cooperation in Social Dilemmas through Position Uncertainty**
  Andrea Gallice, University of Torino
  Ignacio Monzón, Collegio Carlo Alberto

- **Interacting Collective Action Problems**
  Nicolas Quérou, University of Montpellier

- **Understanding Moral Preferences Using Sentiment Analysis**
  Valerio Capraro, Middlesex University London
  Andrea Vanzo, Middlesex University London

Parallel Session E5: Growth 2

Chair: Jose-Ramon Ruiz-Tamarit / Room: D6 113

- **Growth and Instability in a Small Open Economy with Debt**
  Leonor Modesto, Católica Lisbon School of Business and Economics
  Carine Nourry, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Thomas Seegmuller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Alain Venditti, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- **Learning by Doing in the Uzawa-Lucas Model: Multiple Equilibria and History Dependence**
  Ricardo López Busch, University of the Basque Country

- **Economic Resilience and the Dynamics of Capital Stock**
  F. J. Escribá-Pérez, Universitat de València
  M. J. Murgui-García, Universitat de València
  Jose-Ramon Ruiz-Tamarit, Universitat de València

Parallel Session E6: Family Economics 2

Chair: Thomas Seegmuller / Room: D6 005

- **Child Policies, Redistribution, and the Gender Gap**
  Francesca Barigozzi, University of Bologna
  Helmuth Cremer, Toulouse School of Economics
  Kerstin Roeder, University of Augsburg

- **Does Paternity Leave Reduce Fertility?**
  Lidia Farré, University of Barcelona
  Libertad González, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

- **Male Reproductive Health, Fairness and Optimal Policies**
  Johanna Etner, Université Paris Nanterre
  Natacha Raffin, Université Rouen Normandie
  Thomas Seegmuller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
Parallel Session E7: Cognitive & Experimental Economics
Chair: Iñigo Iturbe-Ormaetxe / Room D6 014

- *The Spillover Effects of Monitoring Institution on Unethical Behavior across Contexts*
  Fabio Galeotti
  **Valeria Maggian**, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
  Marie Claire Villeval, CNRS

- *Who and When: An Experimental Analysis of the Disposition Effect*
  Carlos Cueva, University of Alicante
  Iñigo Iturbe-Ormaetxe, University of Alicante
  Giovanni Ponti, University of Alicante
  **Josefa Tomás**, University of Alicante

- *Cognitive dissonance, Investor beliefs and the Disposition Effect*
  Carlos Cueva, University of Alicante
  Iñigo Iturbe-Ormaetxe, University of Alicante
  Giovanni Ponti, University of Alicante
  Josefa Tomás, University of Alicante

Parallel Session E8: Voting
Chair: Michele Gori / Room D6 015

- *Simple Majorities with Voice but no Vote*
  **José Carlos R. Alcantud**, University of Salamanca

- *The Chamberlin-Courant Rule and the k-Scoring Rules: Agreement and Condorcet Committee Consistency*
  Mostapha Diss, University of Lyon
  Eric Kamwa, Université des Antilles
  Abdelmonaim Tlidi, University Cadi Ayyad of Marrakesh

- *Extensions of the Simpson Voting Rule to the Committee Selection Setting*
  Daniela Bubboloni, University of Florence
  Mostapha Diss, University of Lyon
  Michele Gori, University of Florence
**Saturday, November 10, 2018: Parallel Sessions F / 9:00 – 11:00**

**Parallel Session F1: Labour**
Chair: Elena Del Rey / Room D6 005

- *Unemployment Benefits and the Timing of Dismissals: Evidence from Bunching at a Notch in France*
  Laura Khoury, Paris School of Economics

- *On the Design of a European Unemployment Insurance System*
  Árpád Abrahám, European University Institute
  João Brogueira de Sousa, European University Institute
  Ramon Marimon, European University Institute
  Lukas Mayr, University of Essex

- *Wealth Effects and Labor Supply: an Experimental Study*
  Deniz Nebioglu, Istanbul Bilgi University
  Ayça Ebru Giritligil, Istanbul Bilgi University

- *Labor Market Effects of Reducing the Gap in Parental Leave Entitlements*
  Elena Del Rey, University of Girona
  Maria Racionero, Australian National University
  Jose I. Silva, University of Girona

**Parallel Session F2: Macroeconomic Theory**
Chair: Leonor Modesto / Room D6 006

- *Monetary and Fiscal Policy Activism in General Equilibrium*
  Vassiliki-Eirini Dimakopoulou, Athens University of Economics and Business

- *Asset Bubbles and Product Market Competition*
  Francisco Queirós, European University Institute

- *Public Debt Consolidation and Its Distributional Effects*
  Stylianos Sakkas, European Commission
  Petros Varthalitis, ESRI and Trinity College Dublin

- *Sovereign Debt, Fiscal Policy, and Macroeconomic Instability*
  Francesco Carli, Deakin University
  Leonor Modesto, UCP-Católica Lisbon School of Business and Economics

**Parallel Session F3: Income Distribution & Poverty**
Chair: Juan Miguel Benito-Ostolaza / Room D6 011

- *The Role of Financial Constraints on Labour Share Developments: Macro- and Micro-level evidence*
  Elena Crivellaro, OECD
  Aikaterini Karadimitropoulou, Bank of Greece
Parallel Session F4: Taxation 2
Chair: Emmanuelle Taugourdeau / Room D6 014

- Vertical Fiscal Externalities and Federal Tax-Transfers under Variable Factor Supplies
  Nikos Tsakiris, University of Ioannina
  Panos Hatzipanayotou, Athens University of Economics and Business
  Michael S. Michael, University of Cyprus

- Inheritance taxation with agents differing in altruism and productivity
  Pascal Belan, Université de Cergy Théma
  Erwan Moussault, Université de Cergy Théma

- Gender Differences in Labour Supply Responses to Income Tax Free and Bracket Expansions and Migration
  Panayiota Lyssiotou, University of Cyprus
  Elena Savva, University of Cyprus

- Multi-Tier Tax Competition on Gasoline
  Marie-Laure Breuillé, CESAER, INRA
  Emmanuelle Taugourdeau, CREST ENS Paris-Saclay

Parallel Session F5: Migration
Chair: Stein Oestbye / Room D6 015

- Immigration Policies, Networks and Labor Markets: Analyzing and Simulating the U.S. case
  Andri Chassamboulli, University of Cyprus
  Giovanni Peri, University of California Davis

- Should I Stay or Should I Go? Austerity, Unemployment and Migration
  Guilherme Bandeira, Bank of Spain
  Jordi Caballe, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
  Eugenia Vella, University of Sheffield
- The Labor Market Effects of the Massive Influx of Syrian Migrants in Turkey
  Ege Aksu, Bogazici University
  Refik Erzan, Bogazici University
  Murat Kirdar, Bogazici University

- The Core-Periphery Model: A Note on Migration dynamics
  Stein Oestbye, UiT The Arctic University of Norway

Parallel Session F6: Industrial Organization 2
Chair: Domenico Menicucci / Room: D6 105

- Price Parity Clauses and Fragmentation
  Joan Calzada, University of Barcelona
  Ester Manna, University of Barcelona
  Andrea Mantovani, University of Bologna

- Self-Customization and Price Competition
  Stefano Colombo, Catholic University of Milan
  Paolo Garella, University of Milan

- Directed Consumer Search with Observable Prices
  Angel Hernando-Veciana, UC3M
  Jose L. Moraga-González, VU Amsterdam
  Martin Obradovits, University of Innsbruck
  Giuseppe Pignataro, University of Bologna

- Second-Degree Price Discrimination by a Two-sided Monopoly Platform
  Doh-Shin Jeon, Toulouse School of Economics
  Byung-Cheol Kim, Georgia Institute of Technology
  Domenico Menicucci, University of Florence

Parallel Session F7: Environmental Economics 3
Chair: Giorgio Fabbri / Room: D6 104

- Resource Management, Present Bias and Regime Shifts
  Maria Arvaniti, ETH Zürich
  Anne-Sophie Crépin, Beijer Institute for Ecological Economics
  Chandra K. Krishnamurthy, Beijer Institute for Ecological Economics

- Carbon Pricing, Technology Transition, and Skill-Based Development
  Kirill Borissov, European University at St. Petersburg
  Lucas Bretschger, ETH Zürich
  Alexandra Vinogradova, ETH Zürich

- Growth in an OLG economy with polluting non-renewable resources
  Nicolas Clootens, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Spatial Resource Wars: A Two Region Example
  Giorgio Fabbri, Gael Inra Grenoble
Silvia Faggian, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
Giuseppe Freni, Parthenope University of Naples

**Parallel Session F8: Economic & Monetary Unions**

Chair: Vanghelis Vassilatos / Room: D6 102

- *On the optimal design of a Financial Stability Fund*
  Árpád Ábrahám, European University Institute
  Eva Cerceles-Poveda, SUNY at Stony Brook
  Yan Liu, Wuhan University
  Ramon Marimon, European University Institute

- *Rethinking Optimum Currency Area Theory: Endogenous Synchronisation of Shocks in Europe*
  José Pedro García, University of Cambridge

- *Union Debt Management*
  Juan Equiza-Goni, University of Navarra
  Elisa Faraglia, University of Cambridge
  Rigas Oikonomou, UC Louvain

- *Fiscal Coordination in the Era of Debt Consolidation*
  Apostolis Philippopoulos, Athens University of Economics and Business
  Petros Varthalitis, ESRI and Trinity College Dublin
  Vanghelis Vassilatos, Athens University of Economics and Business

**Parallel Session F9: Axiomatic Theory**

Chair: Maria Jesús Campión / Room: D6 110

- *The Measurement of Income Segregation*
  Casilda Lasso de la Vega, University of the Basque Country
  Oscar Volij, Ben-Gurion University

- *On the Gamma-Core of Cooperative Games*
  Giorgos Stamatopoulos, University of Crete

- *A Survey on the Mathematical Foundations of Axiomatic Entropy: Representability and Orderings*
  Maria Jesús Campión, Universidad Pública de Navarra
  Cristina Gómez-Polo, Universidad Pública de Navarra
  Esteban Indurain, Universidad Pública de Navarra
  Armajac Raventós-Pujol, Universidad Pública de Navarra
Parallel Session G1: Macroeconomic Dynamics
Chair: Simone Vannuccini / Room D6 005

- A Note on Balanced-Budget Income Taxes and Aggregate (In)stability in Multi-Sector Economies
  Nicolas Abad, University of Rouen
  Alain Venditti, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Altruism, Inheritance and Asset bubble
  Lise Clain-Chamosset-Yvrard, Université de Lyon 2
  Thomas Seegmuller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Growth, Housing and Global Imbalances
  Luis Franjo García, University of Alicante
  Luisa Lambertini, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
  Serhiy Stepanchuk, University of Southampton

- The Compositional Nature of Productivity and Innovation Slowdown
  Uwe Cantner, University Jena
  Holger Graf, University Jena
  Ekaterina Prytkova, University Jena
  Simone Vannuccini, University of Sussex

Parallel Session G2: Welfare & Pensions
Chair: Marco Sanfilippo / Room D6 006

- Theoretical Considerations on the Retirement Consumption Puzzle and the Optimal Age of Retirement
  Nicolas Drouhin, ENS Paris-Saclay

- Welfare Participation and Informal Transfers
  Edwin Fourrier-Nicolaï, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Ilia Gouaref, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Pollution and Growth: The Role of Pension on the Efficiency of Health and Environmental Policies
  Thomas Seegmuller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics
  Armel Ngami, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

- Chinese Development Assistance and Household Welfare in Sub-Saharan Africa
  Bruno Martoranoa, Maastricht University
  Laura Metzger, ETH Zürich
  Marco Sanfilippo, University of Bari
**Parallel Session G3: Political Economy 3**

Chair: Salvador Barbera / Room D6 011

- **Technological Changes, Campaign Spending and Polarization**  
Pau Balart, Universitat de les Illes Balears  
Agustin Casas, CUNEF  
**Orestis Troumpounis**, Lancaster University

- **Biased Experts, Majority Rule, and the Optimal Composition of Committee**  
**Álvaro Name-Correa**, Universidad Carlos III

- **Persuasion and Majorities**  
**Luca Ferrari**, University of Corsica

- **(Not) Addressing Issues in Electoral Campaigns**  
**Salvador Barbera**, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
Anke Gerber, University of Hamburg

**Parallel Session G5: Banking 2**

Chair: Ettore Panetti / Room D6 015

- **Fiscal Distress and Banking Performance: The Role of Macro-Prudential Regulation**  
Hiona Balfoussia, Bank of Greece  
Harris Dellas, University of Bern  
**Dimitris Papageorgiou**, Bank of Greece

- **Bank as a Venture Capitalist**  
**Kumar Rishabh**, University of Basel

- **Banks’ Liquidity Management and Financial Fragility**  
**Luca Deidda**, University of Sassari  
Ettore Panetti, Banco de Portugal

- **A Theory of Government Bailouts in a Heterogeneous Banking System**  
**Ettore Panetti**, Banco de Portugal  
Filomena Garcia, Indiana University

**Parallel Session G6: Empirical Microeconomics**

Chair: Lapo Filistrucchi / Room D6 105

- **Socioeconomic and Demographic Determinants of Crime Evidence from Greece**  
**Eleni Kyrkopoulou**, Athens University of Economics and Business  
Alexandros Louka, Athens University of Economics and Business

- **Recruitment or Victimization: The Effects of the Mexican Drug War on Education**  
**Ivan Guillermo Lopez Cruz**, Sabanci University  
Nicholas Pairolero, Indiana University
• *Markups Dispersion and Firm Entry: Evidence from Ethiopia*
  Kaku Attah Damoah, University of Florence
  Giorgia Giovannetti, University of Florence
  Marco Sanfilippo, University of Bari

• *Estimating Demand with Multi-Homing in Two-Sided Markets*
  Pauline Affeldt, BDPEMS
  Elena Argentesi, University of Bologna
  Lapo Filistrucchi, University of Florence

**Parallel Session G7: International Economics**

Chair: Sajal Lahiri / Room D6 104

• *Effects of Trade Liberalization on Growth and Welfare through Basic and Applied Researches*
  Katsufumi Fukuda, Hiroshima University

• *Trade Liberalisation, Selection and Technology Adoption with Vertical Linkages*
  Antonio Navas, University of Sheffield
  Antonella Nocco, University of Salento

• *Does a Key Currency Disorganizes the World and Creates an Unfair Privilege?*
  Teresa Sousa, Universidade de Évora

• *Is the Internet Bringing Down Language-based Barriers to International Trade?*
  Erick Kitenge, Central State University
  Sajal Lahiri, Southern Illinois University Carbondale